Accenture Supply Chain Transformation Services for Life Sciences

We help them break down silos with world-class talent and reshape their organizations to help achieve their business objectives and ultimately improve patient outcomes. We’ve helped our clients…

- Increase inventory turns by up to 25%
- Enhance working capital efficiency by up to 20%
- Reduce warehouse costs by up to 13%
- Lower global transportation costs by up to 10%
- And improve forecast accuracy and customer service; reducing shortages by 20% to 40%

Our SIX core offerings…

- Operations Strategy and Process Excellence
- Innovation and Product Development for clinical trial supply chain, PLM artwork and labeling

Accenture’s Supply Chain Services help Life Sciences companies transform their supply chains into dynamic, end-to-end value chains that deliver their business strategy, act as financial engines of growth and respond to market challenges quickly and effectively.

Our client’s challenges have inspired breakthrough thinking.

We work closely with clients no matter what their stage of maturity in the lifecycle.
• Sourcing and Procurement for category management strategies, collaborative innovation and outsourcing

• Manufacturing Strategy and Operations improving the manufacturing network, strategic outsourced manufacturing and enabling IT

• Integrated Planning and Analytics for increased speed, managing risk and providing for global scale

• Logistics for compliance, distribution, global transportation, inventory and order management

We have helped 17 of the global Life Sciences top 25. And more than 40 biopharmaceutical, bio tech, generics, and medical technology companies around the world.

We’ve developed many proprietary assets including:

• 50+ global delivery centers specifically Accenture’s Center of Supply Chain Excellence in Barcelona,

• A Supply Chain Academy that equips our client’s workforces with the skills to deliver strategic transformations

• And a Control Tower platform that combines the transportation and network functions into a plug and play network.

We have worked with our clients to

• Achieve more than $2 billion in working capital benefits within 18 months

• Improve forecast accuracy in the overall portfolio 25 points while reducing obsolescence and out of stocks more than 30 percent.

• Transform outdated, home-grown systems into a scalable, fully integrated, compliant supply chain with up to 30 percent improvement in inventory management

• Improve out-of-stock performance from 15- to less than 4 percent, the lowest level the company ever experienced and a first-year savings of more than $30 million.

Accenture Supply Chain Services, helping you rethink, reshape and restructure your supply chain for better patient outcomes…isn’t it about time?